Kind attention to the First year students of B.E./B.TECH. of College of Engineering, Guindy, Anna University

The college for the First year students of B.E./B.TECH. of College of Engineering, Guindy, Anna University will be opened on 08.02.2021 (Monday). The students are requested to report with all the following necessary **original certificates** on the same day at 9:00 a.m. at Vivekananda Auditorium, Anna University, Chennai-25.

1. Allotment order
2. 10th Mark Sheet
3. +1 Mark Sheet
4. +2 Mark Sheet
5. Community Certificate
6. Transfer Certificate
7. Nativity Certificate (if applicable)
8. First Graduate Certificate
9. Declaration form (with parents signature)
10. Anti-Ragging form (with parents signature)
11. Migration Certificate (if applicable)
12. Equivalency Certificate (if applicable)

Those who are hostellers can occupy their respective rooms on **07.02.2021** itself.
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